Classical Genetic Algorithms CGAs accomplish the global search by selection, crossover and mutation. It has many shortages. Here we proposed a restricted genetic algorithm based on ascending of tangent plane (RGAATP). Our algorithm is simple and effective, which approaches the global solution step by step by ascending of the tangent planes. It is proved that the algorithm is global convergent, and it can solve the optimization of multimodal function [6] easily and effectively. The experimental results show that its performance is more stable and efficient than aSGA.
Introduction
CGAs are based on the mechanics of artificial selection and genetic recombination operators. Most of the theories of genetic algorithms deal with the so-called schema theorem. But the crucial factors of the GA success are often not achieved [1] . And if the population size is small, probability selection can also generate some serious statistical errors. Furthermore, mutation process can also influence the stability of convergence process and its control parameters are very hard to choose. Most of the genetic algorithms used now are just the improved versions of the CGAs, which have many flaws, such as premature convergence, low convergence speed, bad stability in convergence and bad controllability in searching.
The previously proposed algorithms ( [1] [2] [4] [5]) can not radically solve the drawbacks of CGAs, but only make improvements on some certain performances. But Restricted Genetic Algorithm ( [6] [7] ) RGA , which makes full use of the implicit parallelism of the CGAs and does the searching process with both lower selection probability and no mutation, has the advantages such as high efficiency of global search, good stability and controllability. But it is a local convergent method which can just solve the univariate problems with single-peak. The RGA combined with area searching [8] could solve the univariate problems with multi-peak and a part of multivariate problems with multimodal. Actually, the optimization problems in science and engineering are often the multivariate problems with multimodal. So the application of this algorithm is limited.
In this paper, we present the RGAATP which proposes a promising solution to solve the optimization of the multi-variant problems with multi-peak. Our algorithm is simple and effective. Due to the adoption of real-coding, the algorithm can decrease the length of the chromosome. It also solves the contradiction between the accuracy and the complexity of the computation. Generally the disadvantages of the CGA can be solved by RGAATP. Experiments show that our algorithm outperforms previous methods significantly.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the RGAATP algorithm, and Section 3 gives some theorems and proof. Then section 4 shows the experimental setup and results. Finally section 5 provides our conclusions.
RGAATP
Before discussing our algorithm, let us look at RGA first. RGA is a simple increment search procedure. The search procedure of RGA is similar to hill-climbing. It is proved that RGA is very effective for the problems with univariate and single-peak and it can converge to the local optima in a finite generation. Fig.1 gives pseudo-code for the RGA.
The domains in which new individuals generate in step 2 and step 4a are different. The domain in step 2 doesn't change in the whole process, but the domain in step 4a is changed continually. At the first time of running to the step 4a the domain is the neighborhood ( ! ) of X . If X ! is better than X , the domain is changed to be the neighborhood ( ! ) of X ! . ! is a micro range which is used to control the extent of the search. So we can see that RGA is local convergent. In fig.1 parameter ! is the threshold value while 0 µ = means the termination of the searching process in RGA. The crossover operation in RGA is shown below.
Definition1.
Chromosome
Crossover operation Convex Combination is used in this paper, which is determined explicitly from the following formula: RGA is a important part of RGAATP. RGA in our algorithm is the same as the framework of Fig. 1 . The pseudo-code of RGAATP is shown in Fig. 2 . ( , ) X X X = be bi-dimensional decision variable, F the fitness function which is also the objective function, and
the space of the decision variable.
bignum is a large positive value, which ensures the searching above the current tangent plane. Here ! is equal to 1
+ . ! is a positive real value which makes sure that .The sketch map of the conversion is described in Fig.3 . In this way, it would be much easier and more efficient to direct the search process to explore upper regions. The coordinate plane 1 2 X X moves toward above continuously and the extreme-value point which has smaller fitness value will be eliminated step by step. Finally the algorithm has the capability of global convergent.
Convergence in RGAATP
Here we will give the proof of global convergence. An algorithm is global convergent, if all of the following conditions are true.
• The algorithm is local convergent.
• The algorithm provides a method for shifting from current local optimum state to the unknown regions.
• The algorithm provides a strategy which can (1) The algorithm satisfies the all conditions of global convergence.
RGA is an algorithm which focuses on the single-peak problem. Obviously it is local convergent.
Given domain
is a multi-variant function which has m different extreme values assuming In the two situations the convergent speed is accelerated and the not-reached region is searched indirectly. So the RGAATP is capable of global searching.
(2) The algorithm terminates in finite time. Assume that The change from minimized problem to maximized problem is very easy. So in this paper, all objective functions are to be maximized.
The advanced-SGA (aSGA) is slightly modified by simple genetic algorithm (SGA). The difference between aSGA and SGA is that aSGA has the strategy of preserving the current elitist individual. Obviously aSGA is global convergent. Here in all experiments, aSGA (binary coded) is executed in 200 generations per test and with a population size 20. The crossover rate is 0.75 and the mutation rate is 0.03.
Different parameter settings are used in different experiment of RGAATP (real coded). The crossover probability and the population size are the same as in aSGA. Here mutation is not utilized. In the first experiment, bignum is 10000, Each algorithm was performed 100 times.
Performance Measure
For comparison, we use some metrics to evaluate the two algorithm's performance. They are convergent probability (CP), average running time (ART) and average value (AV) respectively. CP is /100 N where N is the times of finding the optimum. ART is the average CPU's running time. AV is S/100 where S is the sum of values got in each running of the algorithm. Table 2 and 3 show the experimental results for these three problems. In all problems, it is clear that the performance of RGAATP is better than that of aSGA. In SCBF, aSGA converges to the local optimum easily. The superiority of RGAATP for these three problems suggests that RGAATP is more powerful than other GAs in cases of multi-peak. Actually in RGAATP the GPF's result is not so good. In order to compare AV some parameters in RGAATP are changed to bigger. Obviously we can see that the result of RGAATP is better than aSGA. It is also important to stress that better results will be obtained by tuning of the parameters. We do not make any serious attempt to find the best parameter setting for RGAATP. But now a second experiment is conducted in order to show the effect of different settings of size P , ( ) µ ! , ! and bignum on the RGAATP algorithm. Each different experimental condition involved selecting fixed values for size P , ( ) µ ! , ! and bignum . GPF is adopted for the test problem. Here each set of parameters runs for 10 times. The results is described in Table 4 .
Results
We can see that size P , ( ) µ ! and ! exert greater effects on the speed and accuracy than bignum . Selecting each parameter is not so hard. Generally if the structure of the optimum problem is unkown, the setting of bignum , size P and ( ) µ ! should be larger but ! should be smaller in order to ensure the global convergence. However, in practice, depending upon the type of problem, different set of parameters may be required. 
Conclusions
This paper has presented a novel RGAATP to solve optimization problems of multimodal functions. The experimental results have proved that it had many advantages such as fast convergent speed, good stability, good controllability and so on.
